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On

a blistering-hot October afternoon in Flamingo Heights,
a desert community 20 miles
west of Joshua Tree National
Park, Claire Wadsworth is
flipping tables. It’s Sunday
brunch at La Copine, the restaurant she owns with her wife, chef Nikki Hill. This
quaint, 42-seat spot would be easy to miss if not for the impressive crowd waiting
outside. La Copine sits on a secluded two-lane highway that seems to go on forever,
which makes it feel like a mirage. The sausage and English muffins are made in-house,
as is the fresh ricotta cheese. “There are no reservations,” Wadsworth says. “No
phone, either. Sometimes we have to close because the power goes out.”

The couple hadn’t planned on opening a
restaurant—or even leaving Los Angeles.
But after getting married in 2015, they sud
denly found themselves asking the Big
Questions. “We went home and were like,
‘This is the life we made for ourselves?
Going back to the same jobs, the same apart
ment?’ ” Then Hill (a veteran of Santa Moni
ca’s Huckleberry restaurant) and Wads
worth (a musician and teacher) were visiting
friends in neighboring Pioneertown when,
by chance, one of the locals mentioned that a

JAY AND ALISON CARROLL,
PART OF A NEW GENERATION OF DESERT
PILGRIMS, AT THEIR OLIVE - OIL SHOP
IN WONDER VALLEY. PREVIOUS SPREAD :
SKYLINE STUDIOS, PIONEERTOWN.

restaurant nearby was for sale. The building
had a chain-link fence around it and
appeared abandoned. When the newlyweds
finally got a peek inside, Wadsworth recalls,
“Everything was caked in grease. There was

pink jelly-fat pouring out of the fryer. But
the minute Nikki saw the walk-in fridge,
this smile came across her face. I knew right
then that that was it. We were going to move
to the desert.”
What her wife was responding to wasn’t
a hulking, stainless steel cooler as much as it
was the whiff of hope and possibility that’s
been part of the DNA out here forever. Josh
ua Tree, California, is still the Wild West—a
place where the couple’s modest honey
moon fund stretched to a down payment on
the restaurant, and maybe on a new life. Call
it a revolution. Call them the next wave of
desert pilgrims. But they’re not alone. Josh
ua Tree and its surrounding communities—
Yucca Valley, Wonder Valley, Pioneertown,
Twentynine Palms—are luring today’s cre
ative class with a promise of a better life, a
place to think, cook, make, play, reboot.
I’ve come out here to take the temperature
of the cool-kids-in-the-desert phenomenon.
And I’ll admit, I’ve brought a skeptical eye. I
booked a one-bedroom cabin on Airbnb that’s
owned and operated by two fashion models
from L.A. The house is decorated with mid
century furniture; on the bedside table sits a
copy of Desert Oracle, a local zine about desert
culture that includes an article about a leg
endary Mojave phone booth. Naturally there
is an Airstream trailer next door, which is
also for rent. “It’s snake season,” the home
owner warns me by email, “so please make
sure to keep the doors closed at all times so
you don’t have any snakes wondering in the
house!” That typo is sic. But it also captures
the spirit of the new Joshua Tree: wonder.
Over a plate of La Copine’s still-hot bei
gnets, Jay Carroll—who spent five years at
the creative helm of the Levi’s Global Brand
concept team and looks the part—shares his
own path with me. “I became obsessed with
the appeal of the emptiness,” says Jay. He
and his wife, Alison, had been looking for a
weekend home in Joshua Tree in 2015 when
they decided to go all-in and make a perma
nent move. They’re now producing a line of
olive oil and home goods under the label
Wonder Valley while renovating a 1950s
homestead cabin they tore down to the
studs. But their great life changeup was less
about entrepreneurship than about lifestyle.
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Says Alison: “When you live in a city, you
sometimes think, Oh, I’d love to wake up
and meditate and eat well and exercise and
have the headspace to tackle this creative
project. Out here you can do that.”
The tradition of artists seeking inspira
tion from the desert runs deep. In 1969,
Keith Richards, Gram Parsons, and Italian
actress-model Anita Pallenberg wandered
around Joshua Tree National Park taking
LSD and chasing UFOs. Dennis Hopper and
Peter Fonda passed through on choppers
while filming Easy Rider. Similarly inspired
by the open expanse, artist Noah Purifoy
(who founded the Watts Towers Art Center)
relocated to the Mojave in 1989, where he
opened a 10-acre sculpture garden that feels
like something out of Mad Max: Fury Road.
In 2000, artist Andrea Zittel traded her tiny
Brooklyn studio for a 50-acre compound in
Joshua Tree, where she later launched the
nonprofit High Desert Test Sites, a lab for
other artists to come create in.

Attendance at Joshua Tree National Park
topped 2 million visitors for the first time in
2015, a spike some credit to Instagram and
an influx of millennials. Kate and Laura
Mulleavy (the sisters behind fashion label
Rodarte) have talked about Joshua Tree as
an inspiration for their designs. Solange
spent New Year’s Eve 2015 glamping in the
desert, documenting her experience with
the hashtag #turnupteepee.
Then there’s Pioneertown. In the 1940s,
Gene Autry and Roy Rogers built a Wild West
backlot here to make movies. These days, it’s
a hipster hangout. (Picture HBO’s Westworld
populated by bearded young folk.) The oldtimey post office is a popular spot for desert
selfies. But the big draw is Pappy & Harriet’s,
a local watering hole and music venue where
indie bands like Panda Bear and The War on
Drugs have performed. When I arrive, the
town is still buzzing over Paul McCartney’s
surprise show at Pappy’s for 300 fans lucky
enough to get there in time.

The more desert transplants I spoke to,
the more I thought about what my life might
look like here. I would become someone
who confidently wears cowboy hats. The
long-shuttered Pioneertown bowling alley
was for sale. I imagined myself teaching
tourist kids the art of keeping score the oldfashioned way—but with tiny, bespoke pen
cils made by a local artisan.
Outside of La Copine, I’d met Peter
Brooks, a Marine vet who works in water
conservation and was in the midst of a guys’
weekend. He and his buddies were on their
way home to do some recreational masonry.
He suggested I connect with his wife, Lily
Stockman, co-owner of the textile firm
Block Shop; the couple split their time

RIGHT: MUSICIAN ROCCO GARDNER IN
ONE OF HIS AIRSTREAMS. BELOW:
IN 2013, GARDNER OPENED SKYLINE STUDIOS
IN PIONEERTOWN.

couple of projects at High Desert Test Sites.
The two got serious and Dellinger, then 35,
felt ready to take the leap on all fronts. She
found a house in Flamingo Heights on a Sat
urday, put an offer in on Sunday, and quit
her job on Monday to help launch a produc
tion company out in the desert. (The experi
ment is working. She recently produced
shoots for Urban Outfitters and GQ.)
Of her generation, she says: “We’re so
connected, it almost doesn’t matter where
you are. Though part of what makes this
place tick is its proximity to L.A. If someone
needs to have a meeting with me this after
noon, I could be there in two hours.” She
likens the creative energy in Joshua Tree to
what she felt in Portland in the late ’90s.
“We have access to all this beauty and na
ture. If we just want to go camping, we can
throw some sleeping bags in the back of the
truck and drive out to the dry lake bed.”
I know what she means about the scenery.
On my second morning in town, I’m driving
down Twentynine Palms Highway on my
way to check out Steve Halterman’s studio,
which he runs out of a rehabbed 1950s gas
station that looks like an Ed Ruscha paint
ing. I want to pull over and take a million
selfies with the massive rock boulders and
the mountains reaching up to a forever blue

between L.A. and Joshua Tree. In 2013 they
purchased a run-down homestead on 5
acres, drawn here largely for the communi
ty of like-minded artists.
“No one happens to end up in the desert,”
Stockman tells me. “People are looking
for space and time—the two greatest luxu
ries of the modern age.” She cites the com
petitive real estate market in the Bay Area
and Los Angeles as a driving force behind
this great migration to the desert. But she
believes there’s also a cultural shift at work.

“There’s something about this generation
that wants to be in that environment,” she
says. “It scratches that itch for wilderness
and nature.”
The Internet has made it possible for a
generation of creative self-starters to work
from anywhere. Genevieve Dellinger was in
Los Angeles producing photo shoots for a
big ad agency when she started dating the
artist Dan Anderson—of the Portland-based
collective Von Tundra—who’d relocated to
Joshua Tree in 2012 after working on a
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sky. I looked at the temperature on the car
dashboard. It’s closing in on 85°. I’m remind
ed: This land could swallow us whole.
Halterman isn’t surprised by the influx.
“There’s this idea that artists live in a urban
environment,” he says, “but that’s only be
cause urban environments were traditional
ly cheap.” His studio turns out to be its own
piece of art. He and his husband, Glen Stei
gelman (previously an analyst at Xerox who
now dresses like an off-duty lumberjack),
had always imagined they’d retire to the des
ert. But they made the move sooner when an
abandoned gas station in downtown Joshua
Tree went up for sale in 2011. The place was
a dump, but where others saw ruin, they
squinted and pictured a midcentury modern
clubhouse—where a surfboard hangs from
the ceiling and a vintage pinball machine
decorates one corner. Hozier and the Pixies
have both shot music videos here, which
doesn’t surprise me. Neither does the news
that the couple run a quarterly membersonly party on their back patio—which is
decorated with a yellow 1965 delivery truck
they dug out of a neighbor’s backyard and
restored to mint condition.
The desert is the last great opportunity.
Perhaps it’s always been that way. I met
Stephanie Smith, an architect who previ
ously taught at Sci-Arc in Los Angeles
and moved to Joshua Tree permanently in
2010 when the economy crashed. In the
desert she met her partner, Jay Babcock, the
cofounder-editor of the now-defunct (but for
ever hip) Arthur magazine. Together they run
JT Homesteader, a lifestyle brand with three
Airbnb rental cabins, including one painted
green in the 1950s—the original coat fading
beautifully over time into a patina Restora
tion Hardware would kill to replicate.
“In the 1920s and the 1950s,” Smith says,
“the federal government started giving
away 5-acre parcels of land to anyone who
could homestead them.” The pitch was sim
ple: Build a small cabin, work the land, and
make a life for yourself. Smith runs a
monthly artist’s salon out of one of her sev
en properties, but she’s already prepping
her next move: Sunever Farms, a desert or
chard she’s cultivating on a 20-acre plot
where she’ll open a farmstand in 2017 and
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sell drought-tolerant fruit from local jujube
trees and apple cactus.
I ask her what, besides the cheap real es
tate, keeps her here: “The desert has always
had this mystery of the other. It’s not quite
safe. You’re always on edge. You’re staying a

little bit hungry, a little bit hard. A lot of
people come out here and think it’s cool.
Then a year in they’re like, ‘This is the hard
est place I’ve ever lived.’ It toughens you up
to do better work. To think bigger.”
Another idea emerges: Lost in all the talk
about how home-share websites like Airbnb
are ruining communities and turning
homes into party houses is another side of
the coin. It sounds like spin, but (gulp) may
be these sites really are giving artists a way
to make cash so they can pursue their (gulp

again) dreams. The Web is flooded with
Joshua Tree prospectors who’ve hung a few
succulents, bought some chic linens, and
marketed themselves to tourists. Most of
the guests are chill. But the specter of noisy
weekend-party palaces lingers as festivals
like the alt-rock Desert Daze become more
popular. In February 2017, Joshua Tree will
welcome Desert & Denim, the third-annual
trade show for artisans. Lily Stockman ad
mits she’s as guilty as anyone of hyping the
cult of Joshua Tree. But clarifies: “It’s easy to
be romanced by the Airbnb/macramé/Pap
py & Harriet’s Saturday night/Coachella
thing. But this is not a glamorous place. It’s
one of the poorest parts of the poorest coun
ties in the state.”
In downtown Joshua Tree, run-down
storefronts coexist with a pour-over coffee
joint that roasts its own beans and a vege
tarian breakfast place, where the line
stretches out the door. But it’s not exactly
Williamsburg. I watched a football game at
the JT Saloon on a Sunday night. The
cheeseburger was delicious, and if the meat
was grass-fed, nobody was talking about it.
As Dellinger told me: “The desert looks

really good on Instagram, but people get
here and they’re like, ‘What is there to do?’ I
think that is the big surprise, that it’s actu
ally pretty sleepy.”
Andrea Zittel echoes that point, telling
me: “Joshua Tree is such a beautiful, inter
esting, and profoundly complicated place.
People like to romanticize the desert, but it’s
also a very politicized landscape. Right now
there is a massive rush to use our area for
large solar and wind-farm developments.
And I can see the largest Marine base in the
country from my studio; when they run ar
tillery target practice, it shakes the entire
house, sometimes for days. But while many
things about this area are quickly changing,
I still feel a sense of huge potential here.”
There is something unique to Joshua Tree
that cannot be co-opted: its undeniable spir
ituality. That’s part of what drew Rocco
Gardner to Pioneertown. The London-born
musician and entrepreneur purchased a
ranch in 2013 and converted it into a record
ing studio (where Grammy-winning artists
have laid down tracks). His expansive prop
erty has two goats, several fruit trees, and
three Airstream trailers, including a rare
1953 Cruisette—the smallest model the
company ever made. Gardner had been liv
ing in New York, where he produced a mu
sic festival on a Shinnecock Reservation.
“I still love New York,” Gardner says,
“but it had gotten to a point where if you
want to do anything creative, it has to be
paid for. You either have to raise money or
find someone to sponsor you. In the desert,
you can build something yourself.” He re
calls that first night he spent on the seclud
ed property a mile from Pappy & Harriet’s,
but a world away. “I looked out at the moun
tains and I had a conversation with them,”
he says. “I said, Please take care of me. It was
a really important moment for me.”
I’d never talked to mountains before. But if
I was going to start, I’d need to visit The Inte
gratron, a domelike structure in nearby
Landers that allegedly has healing powers.
Visitors come from all over the world for an
hourlong sound bath, which is said to am
plify the thoughts you put out into the uni
verse. Others have called this place a time
machine. I’m not sure about that, but I will
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say this: I stopped in the gift shop and found
a series of gemstones for sale. The rocks had
been “charged” in the Integratron, and the
shopkeeper explained the purported powers
of each, telling me to reach for the crystal that
spoke to me. Sort of like how, in Harry Potter,
the wand chooses you. I picked up a $35 pink
amethyst rock and my head started to throb.
Like, serious intense vibrations. I asked the
girl next to me what drew her to the Integra
tron that day and her answer was: “Good
vibes and high fives.”
The Integratron is its own unbelievable
reboot story. The inventor, George Van Tas
sel (a former aeronautical engineer who
worked with Howard Hughes), built the
dome in 1957, claiming that aliens from Ve
nus took him aboard their ship and gave
him the instructions for the building. The
Karl sisters—who’d grown up in New York
and first visited the Integratron in the
’80s—purchased the property in 2000 and

consider themselves stewards of Van Tas
sel’s vision for the property. I asked Nancy
Karl whether she believed in aliens. There
was a pause. “I believe George believed,”
she said. Fair enough.
“The first time I visited,” she continued,
“it felt like somebody just lifted the lid off
the top of our heads. Finally we could
breathe.” These sisters are not kooks. Nan
cy worked for CNET as an associate vice
president of marketing before moving to the
desert. Her sister, Joanne, was a cardiac
nurse. The building had come up for sale in
2000, but the Karl sisters didn’t have the
money. They were so distraught over the
thought of it falling into less-than-spiritual
hands that they traveled to the building to
meditate on the solution.
“We said, ‘This can’t happen. If this is
meant to be available for the public—if we
are meant to be stewards here—then we
need some serious magic.’ So we put our
hands together, bowed our heads, and we
prayed. All of a sudden, this giant dust
storm starts whirling and whirling. It comes
across the property and it blows the lid off
the top of the building. It’s a crazy story.”
The day before the close of escrow, the

FBI closed the accounts of the would-be
buyer—who was apparently under investi
gation for fraud—and the deal fell through.
With the help of two well-funded friends,
the Karl sisters bought the building and re
stored it to its former glory. Some 15,000
people now visit annually.
Spiritual beliefs aside, the acoustics in the
Integratron are stunning; 30 of us lay down
on rugs and closed our eyes for our sound
bath. We focused on our breath as a man
played crystal bowls that rang out. Chakras
opened, or whatever. The way the dome is
constructed, it’s like taking a nap inside a
gigantic cello.
Maybe the desert really is magic. Claire
Wadsworth from La Copine certainly
thinks so. “That’s the other thing about the
desert that I really love,” she says. “Be care
ful what you wish for out here because it
comes true.” Wadsworth tells me she re
cently asked the universe for a piano for the
restaurant. Twenty-four hours later, one
showed up on their doorstep.
DIGITAL BONUS Live like a local at
these Joshua Tree rentals: sunset.com/
socaldesertrentals.
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Where to rest
your head

Five ways to live the
desert dream
Make your mark
Sisters Lily and Hopie Stockman
honed their textile skills under
master block printers in India. At
Block Shop, they teach future
makers how to coax brilliant colors
from everyday plants. The weekend workshops kick off with sunset
margaritas by the bonfire and finish with a farm-to-table lunch prepared by local hot spot La Copine.
Expect to walk away with two selfmade silk scarves. From $350;
blockshoptextiles.com.
Get bent
You can’t swing a sarong in Joshua Tree without hitting a yoga instructor. But if that yogi happens
to be renowned author Darren
Main, consider yourself lucky. His
four-night retreats may start and
end with downward dog, but in
between they’re packed with rock
climbing, hiking, hot-spring dips,
and bonfires. Sleep in a tent
under the stars and enjoy chefprepared veggie feasts before
being shocked back to reality wondering if it was all a dream. From
$300; desertspiritretreat.com.

Shhh, listen
What, exactly, is a sound bath?
You’ll find out at The Integratron, the New Agey structure
that’s drawn everyone from Anthony Bourdain to Jason Mraz
looking to untap its restorative,
and some say supernatural, powers. An hourlong session under
the 28-foot-high domed ceiling
will melt you into a meditative
state, as earthly stressors drift
away to the echoing vibration of
music played on a set of crystal
bowls. From $25; by appointment only; integratron.com.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP:
LA COPINE ; GROOVY CRYSTALS;
THE INTEGRATRON

Spin a yarn
The Hi-Desert Cultural Center
has been showcasing performing
arts for a half-century. With updates this year (plush new seats,
Swarovski chandeliers, and
state-of-the-art lighting), the
interior now matches the cuttingedge acts that take its stage. Don’t
miss the 10th annual Desert Stories, a storytelling roundup with
past performances by everyone
from songwriter Eric Burdon to local war veterans. Jan 28; hidesert
culturalcenter.org.
Turn on the night
Anyone with an iPhone can snap
off a cactus masterpiece …
during the day! To capture the
desert’s haunting moonscapes
and stellar celestials, sign up for
the night-sky photography
workshop with professional
shooter Casey Kiernan. His monthly get-togethers will have you
traipsing through the starlit desert
with your lens aimed high,
before crashing at his B&B.
You’ll wake to banana bread,
hot coffee, and a primer in postprocessing your shots. From
$399, including lodging; joshua
treeworkshops.com.

Family-owned for five generations,
29 Palms Inn embraces its desert
roots with nine historic adobes
and four wood-framed cabins outfitted with mission-style furnishings,
hammock-bedecked patios, and
desertscapes by local painter
Dean MacKenzie. Add weekend
yoga, free nature walks, and a
poolside restaurant, and you’ve
got yourself a vacation. From
$175; 29palmsinn.com.
Make like the pioneers at one of
JT Homesteader’s three restored
cabin rentals, built in the 1950s
but ushered into the 21st century
with modern kitchens, outdoor
showers, and Wi-Fi so you can
stay comfy and connected even
though the closest neighbor is a
mile away. Starting in March,
owners Stephanie and Jay will
host farm dinners on their property, with menus highlighting native
edibles like prickly pear and agave, all gussied up by guest chefs.
From $79; jthomesteader.com.
If a sleeping bag and tent aren’t
your scene, the Mojave Sands
is worth the upgrade. The fiveroom boutique hotel takes rustic
minimalism to a new level, with
thatched roofs and floating walnut
beds. And there are plenty of
nooks for finding your Zen, none
better than the courtyard’s reflecting pool. After a long day on the
trails, make use of the outdoor
barbecue and cap off the night
stargazing from one of three hot
tubs. From $150; mojavesandsat
joshuatree.com. —Marie Salcido
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